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Abstract—Influence maximization has recently received significant attention for scheduling online campaigns or advertisements on

social network platforms. However, most studies only focus on user influence via cyber interactions while ignoring their physical

interactions which are also essential to gauge influence propagation. Additionally, targeted campaigns or advertisements have not

received sufficient attention. To address these issues, we first devise a novel holistic influence diffusion model that takes into account

both cyber and physical user interactions in an effective and practical way. Based on the new diffusion model, we formulate a new

problem of holistic influence maximization, denoted as HIM query, for targeted advertisements in a spatial social network. The HIM

query problem aims to find a minimum set of users whose holistic influence can cover all target users in the network, which belongs to a

set covering problem. Since the HIM query problem is NP-hard, we develop a greedy baseline algorithm and then improve on this

algorithm to reduce the computational cost. To deal with large networks, we also design a spatial-social index to maintain the social,

spatial and textual information of users, as well as developing an index-based efficient solution. Finally, we conduct extensive

experiments using one synthetic and three real-world datasets to validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed holistic

influence diffusion model and our developed algorithms.

Index Terms—Holistic influence maximization, targeted advertisements, spatial social networks

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, the increasing number of online social media
users has resulted in an invaluable opportunity to

exploit the spread of product adoption, ideas, and news
through social networks. Research along this direction has
gained significant attention. For instance, some researchers
have focused on the diffusion process [1], [22], the predic-
tion of future diffusion [6], learning the strength of user-
to-user influence [8], and the influence spread estimation [21].
Another line of research concentrates on the problem of influ-
ence maximization (IM) [10] that aims at selecting k influential
users such that theywill cause themaximum influence spread
in a social network. Following this line of work, variants of the
IM problem have been investigated recently, such as topic-
aware IM [2], [4], targeted IM [18], [24], time-constrained IM [19],
location-aware IM [16], [27], [30], and community-aware IM [17].
However, all these works only studied the cyber interactions
of users in analyzing their social influence on each other.
Although the IM problem has been studied in location-based
social networks [16] such methods do not count for the

opportunity of users to influence each other through physical
interactions. Thus, these methods may miss the additional
influence spread in assessing a user’s influence in the selection
process of seed users. Moreover, location is one of the critical
factors to evaluate user-to-user’s influence in the IM problem,
e.g., the region-aware based IM problem was studied in [12]
and the venue-aware based IMproblemwas studied in [30].

To meet the requirement of targeted advertisements, the
problem of targeted IM has been studied in [18], [24]. Both
works aim to find a set of seed users whose social influ-
ence can cover the maximum number of “target” users.
Differently, Li et al. [18] define the target users w.r.t. a key-
word query, i.e., the users mention some keywords in the
query. A weighted reverse influence set sampling tech-
nique is developed to address the keyword based targeted
IM problem. Song et al. [24] define the targeted influence
spread that is constrained to an event location and a dead-
line of running the event, i.e., the users are targeted if they
have a probability to check-in at this event location before
the deadline. However, none of these methods investigate
how users propagate their influence to other users via their
spatial interactions together with social influence. Moti-
vated by [11], we argue that a user may have a certain
probability to influence his/her spatially-close users with
similar interests. However, it may not be practical to assess
user-to-user spatial influence impact only with spatial dis-
tance and interests. A user in a crowded region may have
many neighbors with similar interests, and it cannot be
assumed that each of these neighbors is equally influenced
because one generally contacts with a limited number of
persons around him/her in daily life.

To address the above issues, we first develop a holistic
influence spread model by considering three important fac-
tors - social connection, spatial connection, and preference-based
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similarity connection together, by which the practical influence
of users can be analyzed in various applications. Based on the
proposed holistic influence spread model, we formulate a
novel holistic influence maximization problem, called as HIM
query problem, for targeted advertisements in spatial social
networks. Consider a social networkG ¼ ðV;E; T;LÞwhere V
is a set of users,E is a set of cyber links of users in V , T is a fea-
ture or interest space of users in V , and L maintains the loca-
tion information for each user in V . Given a targeted
advertisement expressed by a keyword query Q, the HIM
query problem is to find theminimumset of seed userswhose
holistic influence spread can cover all the target users with
regards toQ inG. Unlike the traditional IM problem, theHIM
query problem belongs to the set covering problem because it
requires the seed user set to influence all the target users
rather than themaximumnumber of users.

Example 1 (Motivation). Fig. 1 provides an example to
show a study about the HIM query problem. Consider
the crisis communication plan of Samsung company for
their faulty product “Note8” smartphone. Samsung needs
to issue a total recall campaign on their sold Note8 due to
a potential hazard issue. Meanwhile, they also want to
reduce the negative impact of this product in marketing.
Generally, smartphone companies do not have full
records of customers. A possible way for Samsung is to
select a set of seed users from social networks and moti-
vate them to share the recall information by giving out
some rewards. Meanwhile, by sharing social messages or
talking to the target users around them, the selected seed
users may be persuaded to propagate the positive and
energetic remedies of Samsung with regards to the recall
event. From a business perspective, Samsung certainly
hopes to select the minimum number of seed users that
can cover all the target users by running this campaign –
Noted that the target users in this scenario are repre-
sented by the users who may purchase the Note8 smart-
phone in the social networks.

In this example, fa; b; d; e; h; ig are the target users w.r.
t. Note8. If the social influence diffusion like [24] is
applied, then the optimal seed set would be fe; ig in
order to activate all the target users. If the spatial influ-
ence diffusion is additionally considered, then the sole
seed {i} is enough to activate all the target users because
{i} can activate {e} via its spatial influence. Thus, for the
HIM query problem, the optimal seed set would be fig.
Besides, the HIM query may bring more benefits to dif-

ferent real applications. In Event Recommendation Campaigns,
the influential users selected by a HIM query can make their
influenced users to meet up those who are spatially close to

some others. In Social Link Analysis, the HIM query can help
to uncover the hidden social links of users by tracking users’
social influence and spatial influence. There are other appli-
cations HIM query may advance, e.g., users’ behavior ana-
lytics using cyber or physical activities, engaging spatial-
social community detections, and news/ads propagation
type analytics.

Several challenges exist in solving the HIM query prob-
lem. First, it is non-trivial as it is even harder than the con-
ventional IM problem which is an NP-hard problem itself
[10]. In HIM query problem, we need to estimate the social
influence spread of users as well as compute their spatial
influence spread. Second, the spatial influence of users can-
not be materialized in advance because the assessment is
based on users’ spatial distance and their interests w.r.t.
the online keyword query. In other words, the user-to-user
spatial influence is dynamic rather than static. Third, few
previous studies consider multiple factors in addressing
IM or targeted IM problem. Thus, it is not possible to
directly apply the existing algorithms or index to solve the
HIM query problem.

To address the above challenges, in this paper, we first
develop a holistic influence spread model which is a
dynamic metric consisting of three factors w.r.t. online key-
word queries. Since the computation of spatial influence
spread is one of the main bottlenecks in solving the HIM
query problem, we then develop two algorithms based on
different search strategies, by which we can reduce a large
amount of unnecessary computation for those users who
are unlikely to become the eligible seed users. We also
devise a novel and simple spatial-social index RSS to main-
tain the structural, location information and interests of
users, which can support the upper bound based pruning.
Finally, we develop a RSS index based algorithm to solve
the HIM query problem efficiently. Our contributions are
summarized as follows:

1) We propose a new holistic influence diffusion model
by considering users’ social connections, spatial con-
nections, and preference-based similarity connec-
tions together in a holistic manner.

2) We propose a HIM query that complements the clas-
sic IM problem in real applications, and verify that it
is a NP-hard problem with the proved approxima-
tion ratio.

3) We develop one baseline algorithm by extending the
WRIS method in [18] and two efficient algorithms to
answer HIM queries.

4) We design a novel but simple spatial-social index to
effectively maintain users’ information as well as
support efficient pruning in HIM query processing.
We also show the procedure of our novel index
maintenance.

5) We verify the effectiveness of our proposed holistic
diffusion model and the efficiency of our developed
algorithms using four datasets.

We present the preliminaries in Section 2 and formalize
the HIM query in Section 3. Then, we develop three algo-
rithms, a novel index and the maintenance of the index in
Section 4.1. Experimental results are reported and discussed
in Section 5. After that, we discuss the related works and

Fig. 1. An example of HIM (holistic influence maximization) query.
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the different focus of this work in Section 6. Finally, this
paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review the targeted influence maximiza-
tion problem as well as the solutions [18].

2.1 Keyword Based Targeted Influence
Maximization

Consider a social network G ¼ ðV;E;T Þ where each vertex u
in V is a social user inG, each edge e ¼ ðu; vÞ inE represents a
cyber link or a social relationship between u and v, and T is a
keyword space to represent user’s interests. We use a
weighted term vector Tv ¼ fT 1

v ; T
2
v ; . . .g to represent the user

v’s interests (keywords) and the weight of each interest, and T i
v

(i 2 ½1; jTvj�) is represented as T i
v ¼ fkeywordðiÞ : weightðiÞg,

e.g., T 1
a ¼ fNote8 : 0:6g. Moreover, for each user v, we collect

his/her interests by analyzing his/her posted messages and
learn the weight of each interest using the standard tf-idf
modelwith normalized idf vector.

Given an advertisement or campaign expressed by a key-
word query Q, the impact of the advertisement or campaign
on a user u is defined as

fðu;QÞ ¼
X

w2Q
tfw;u:idfw: (1)

Thus, the influence spread of the targeted advertisement
can be calculated by accumulating the impact on each user
that can be influenced by the selected influential user set.
Here, the influential user set is denoted as S, and their influ-
enced user set is denoted as IðSÞ. Let IQðSÞ denote the influ-
ence score of IðSÞ w.r.t. the keyword query Q. Then, the
expected influence score can be calculated using

E½IQðSÞ� ¼ E
X

v2IðSÞ
fðv;QÞ

2
4

3
5 ¼

X

v2V
pðS 7! vÞ � fðv;QÞ: (2)

Here, pðS 7! vÞ is the probability with which a user v is acti-
vated by the influential user set S.

Thus, the target of the keyword based influence maximization
(KB-TIM) problem is to find a set S of seed users satisfying
OPTQ

k ¼ maxS�V;jSj¼kE½IQðSÞ�.

2.2 Influence Diffusion Model

In [18], under the independent cascade (IC) model, the influence
probability pðeÞ of an edge e ¼ ðu; vÞ is used to measure the
social impact fromuseru to v. Every user is either in an activated
state or inactive state. Each activated user u has different prefer-
ence scores against the query, denoted as fðu;QÞ. If user u is
activated, then it has a chancewith a probability pðeÞ to activate
his/her inactive neighbor v. Since the ICmodel is widely used,
we also utilize the adapted IC influence propagationmodel.

2.3 Weighted Reverse Influence Set (RIS) Sampling

The Reverse Influence Set (RIS) [3] sampling technique is the
start-of-the-art solution to the IM problem. By reversing the
influence diffusion direction and conducting reverse Monte
Carlo sampling, RIS can significantly improve the theoretical

run time bound. For better understanding, we first intro-
duce the concept of Reverse Reachable (RR) set.

Definition 1 (Reverse Reachable Set). Suppose a user v is
randomly selected from V . The reverse reachable set of v is gen-
erated by first sampling a graph g from G, and then taking the
set of users that can reach to v in g.

The RIS technique contains two phases: (1) Generate u

random RR sets from G; (2) Select a set S of users to cover
the maximum number of RR sets generated above by trans-
forming it to the maximum coverage problem [28].

The weighted reverse influence sampling (WRIS) [18] is
adapted from RIS to meet the KB-TIM query. To differentiate
the sampling probability of targeted users from non-targeted
users, it defines the sampling probability for vw.r.tQ as

psðv;QÞ ¼ fðv;QÞP
v
0 2V fðv0 ; QÞ ¼

fðv;QÞ
fQ

; (3)

where
P

v
0 2V fðv0 ; QÞ is denoted as fQ. Thus, the WRIS

method contains three phases: (1) Sample u number of
users from V with a probability of psðv;QÞ for any user v;
(2) For each user v sampled, generate a RR set Rv for v;
and (3) Select a set S of users to cover the maximum num-
ber of RR sets generated above based on the maximum cov-
erage problem.

2.4 Pre-Computed the RR Set for Every Keyword

Theorem 1. [18] Given a query Q, let uQw be the number of RR
sets sampled by a probability of psðv; wÞ w.r.t each user v and a
keyword w. Then uQ is the total number of RR sets. uQ ¼P

w2Q uQw . If u
Q � u and u

Q
w

uQ
¼ pw, we can achieve the same theo-

retical bound of the traditional RIS algorithm.

In [18], for any keyword w 2 Q, jVwj is the number of users
with keyword w, K ¼ minfjV j=2; jVwjg, if we choose

uw ¼ ð8þ 2�ÞðPv2V tfw;vÞ �
lnjV jþln

�
jV jK

�
þln2

E½
P

v2Vw fðv;QÞ���2 , then we have

uw � uQ � pw. Thus, if we pre-compute the RR sets w.r.t a
keyword w 2 Q in an offline step and merge the relevant RR
sets at query processing, then we need to build uw number
of RR sets for each keyword w 2 Q. Rw is the index of RR
sets sampled with probability psðv; wÞ for the users in V .
There are uw number of RR sets (denoted as Rw) for each
keyword w. For each user v 2 Rw, we maintain an inverted
list Lw to indicate which RR sets contain vw.r.t. w.

Example 2. Fig. 2 shows an example of the RR sets for key-
words “Note8” and “car”. Suppose uNote8 ¼ 9 and
ucar ¼ 6. We need to get 9 random sampled RR sets for
“Note8” and 6 for “car”. Thus, LNote8 and Lcar are main-
tained from users to RR sets. For the query “Note8”, fe; ig
is the result to the HIM query using [18] because LNote8ðeÞ
and LNote8ðiÞ covers all sampled RR sets in RNote8.

3 HOLISTIC INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION

In this section, we formulate the problem of holistic influence
maximization (HIM) for targeted advertisements in a spatial
social network G ¼ ðV;E; T; LÞ.
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3.1 Influence Diffusion Through Spatial Closeness

Motivated by [11], we believe that recommendation may be
influenced by location-based ratings that are spatially close
to the users. The property, called preference locality, means
that users have a certain probability to influence their spa-
tially-close users with similar interests. Now, the challenging
question is how to effectively measure the spatial-closeness
and similar-interests between users. One possible way is to
give the reverse weight to the users based on their spatial-
distance directly. For two pairs of users, their spatial-
closeness would be the same if their spatial-distances are
the same. However, this straightforward way is not practi-
cal because there may be a large number of users with simi-
lar interests to a user in a crowded region within a small
radius. It is not possible that such users can equally influ-
ence each other. In reality, an ordinary person usually con-
tacts with a limited number of persons around him/her in
daily life. Besides a new spatial-closeness metric, we also
need to consider the users’ similarity w.r.t. the online query
in the targeted advertisement. If two users have more com-
mon interests w.r.t. the query, then they may have a higher
influence on each other. Otherwise, they may not influence
the advertisement even if they are very close to spatially.
Besides, it is not practical to measure users’ interest similar-
ity by only using the common keywords in their interests.
For instance, a user has interest about “movie” while
another user has interest about “song”. In this case, given a
query as {movie}, it is more practical to consider that they
should have a common interest with a certain probability
because “movie” is highly correlated with “song” for movie
or song fans.

Definition 2 (Users’ Interest Similarity). Given two users u
and v with their interests Tu ¼ fT 1

u ; T
2
u ; . . .g and Tv ¼ fT 1

v ;
T 2
v ; . . .g, the interest similarity of u and v is measured by

Simðu; vÞ ¼ jTu \ Tvj
jTu [ Tvj þ

PfCtx;ty jtx 2 Tu ^ ty 2 Tvg
jTuj � jTvj

;

(4)

where jTu \ Tvj represents the number of common keywords
between Tu and Tv, jTu [ Tvj is the total number of different
keywords in Tu and Tv. In addition, Tu ¼ Tu n ðTu \ TvÞ,
Tv ¼ Tv n ðTu \ TvÞ. For the non-common keywords tx and ty,
Ctx;ty represents their correlation probability regarding the
users’ interest space in G. It is measured as

Ctx;ty ¼
jfuju 2 V ^ tx 2 Tu ^ ty 2 Tugj
jfuju 2 V ^ ðtx 2 Tu _ ty 2 TuÞgj : (5)

Definition 3 (Query based Users’ Interest Similarity).
Given two users u and v with their interests Tu ¼ fT 1

u ; T
2
u ; . . .g

and Tv ¼ fT 1
v ; T

2
v ; . . .g, the interest similarity of u and v w.r.t.

a keyword query Q is measured by

Simðu; vjQÞ ¼
PfCt;Qjt 2 Tu \ Tvg

jTu [ Tvj

þ
PfCtx;ty �maxfCtx;Q; Cty;Qgjtx 2 Tu ^ ty 2 Tvg

jTuj � jTvj
;

(6)

where Ct;Q ¼ maxfCt;t0 jt0 2 Qg and Ct;t0 can be calculated
using Equation (5).

Definition 3 adapts users’ similarity w.r.t. the given key-
word query for targeted advertisements. Particularly, in
Ct;Q, we use the most suitable keyword in Q to measure the
correlation between a keyword t and the query Q. To mea-
sure the correlation of tx and ty w.r.t. Q, we re-weight their
correlation Ctx;ty by using the maximum likelihood
maxfCtx;Q; Cty;Qg of their independent correlation to Q.

Definition 4 (Reverse m Nearest Neighbor). For a query
user u, the reverse m nearest neighbors of u are the users for
which u is one of their m nearest neighbors (NN) in euclidean
space [29]. In this case, it says that u has high influence on
these users in RmNN(u).

To handle the spatial closeness and interests w.r.t. a
query in an effective way, we develop the spatial diffusion
by extending reverse m nearest neighbors (Definition 4). Gen-
erally, a user u has a high influence on the users in RmNN
(u). Therefore, we have the following definition.

Definition 5 (Spatial Diffusion Metric SimRmNN).
Given a social network G ¼ ðV;E; T; LÞ and a keyword query
Q, a seed user u can activate his inactive neighbors based on the
query based users’ interest similarity and the RmNN where m
is a user-specified parameter to control the spatial closeness of
propagating spatial influence w.r.t. Q.

SimRmNNðuÞ ¼ fvjv 2 V ^ Simðu; vjQÞ � t

^u 2 mNNQ
simðvÞg:

(7)

where Simðu; vjQÞ � t means that the interest similarity of u
and v is no less than a system user-specified threshold t.
u 2 mNNQ

simðvÞ means that u is one of them nearest t-similar
neighbors of v in G.

From Definition 5, we can see that SimRmNN is a
dynamic metric, which is different from RmNN that is static.
SimRmNN provides the metric to judge whether or not a
user can activate his inactive neighbors in spatial networks.

3.2 Holistic Influence Diffusion Model

In this subsection, we devise the holistic influence diffusion
model based on the classic IC model [10] for analyzing the
influence diffusion of users in spatial social networks. Given
a seed user u in G, its influence can be propagated via social
diffusion as discussed in Section 2.2, meanwhile, the influ-
ence can also be propagated via spatial diffusion as dis-
cussed in Section 3.1. Similar to IC model, all users are
inactive initially except u. For each edge e ¼ ðu; vÞ, u has

Fig. 2. Example of RR sets for keyword Note8 and car.
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preference scores fðv;QÞ against the query Q and has a
chance with the probability pðeÞ to activate his inactive
neighbor v. At the same time, u also has a chance with the
probability 1

SimRmNNðuÞ and has preference scores fðu;QÞ to
activate his inactive spatially-close neighbors because u has
a choice with the probability 1

SimRmNNðuÞ to contact one of his

neighbors in SimRmNNðuÞ. The users who are activated by
spatial influence can further activate their social users via
social influence, and activate their spatial neighbors via spa-
tial influence. But for the other users who are activated only
by social influence, they can only activate their inactive
neighbors via social influence. This assumption meets with
the reality that it is very likely for social users to share their
offline findings on their social accounts, but the likelihood
would be lower for them to discuss their online findings
with their offline neighbors often. The activation procedure
terminates until no inactive user can be activated.

In the holistic influence diffusion model, the social influ-
ence propagates in a “pull” style while the spatial influence
propagates in a “push” style. To allow system users to con-
trol the spatial influence impact, a parameter h is used as
the spatial activation threshold. v can be activated by u if
v 2 SimRmNNðuÞ and 1

SimRmNNðuÞ � h.
To analyze the influence diffusion of whether the influ-

ence of the spatially activated users can be propagated to
online, and whether the influence of the socially activated
users can further diffuse to offline, we have made a statis-
tic experiment using weibo4 dataset.1 Fig. 3 shows that the
probability of propagating information from spatially acti-
vated users to their online friends is significantly higher
than the probability of propagating information from
socially activated users to their offline neighbors. This veri-
fied our assumption that spatially activated users will con-
tinue to propagation their information to their social
friends, but not vice versa.

3.3 Problem Definition

Based on the discussion and definitions above, we formally
define our holistic influence maximization for targeted adver-
tisements in spatial social networks. The goal of HIM is to
find the minimum seed user set S whose influence can
completely cover all the target users in V w.r.t. a keyword
query Q expressed for a targeted advertisement.

Definition 6 (Holistic Influence Maximization). Given a
set S of seed users, a keyword query Q, and IhðSÞ is the holistic
influenced user set of S, the expected holistic influence spread of
S in G can be computed as

E½IQh ðSÞ� ¼ E
X

v2IhðSÞ
fðv;QÞ

2
4

3
5

¼
X

v2V
f1�

Y
ð1� pðS 7! vÞÞ � ð1� p0ðS 7! vÞÞg � fðv;QÞ;

(8)

pðS 7! vÞ ¼ 1�Q
u2Sf1� pðu 7! vÞg represents the social

influence of S to v. p0ðS 7! vÞ ¼ 1�Q
u2Sf1� p0ðu 7! vÞg

represents the spatial influence of S to v. pðu 7! vÞ ¼Q
pðeiÞ

that is calculated by multiplying the probabilities on the edges
of the most influential path from u to v. p0ðu 7! vÞ ¼Q

1
SimRmNNðuiÞ that is calculated by multiplying the spatial dif-

fusion probabilities on the nodes along the SimRmNN

sequence from u to v.

Based on Definition 1 in Section 2.3, if a user u appears in
an RR set generated for a user v, then u can reach v via a cer-
tain path in G. As such, u should have a chance to activate v
if we run an influence propagation process on G using u as
a seed user. Thus, if a user u appears in a large number of
RR sets, then it would have a high probability to activate
more users. In this case, u’s expected influence spread
should be large. Borgs et al. [3] have proved that the proba-
bility of selecting influential seed users using RR sets is
equivalent to using the sampled instance graphs. In addi-
tion, Ohsaka et al. [23] further described that the number of
users influenced by a seed set S, is equal to the proportion
of the number of S’s covered RR sets multiplied by the total
users in the social network. In other words, define CðSÞ as
the number of covered RR sets by seed users set S, jIðSÞj is
the number of influenced users and u is the total number of
sampled RR sets, then jIðSÞj can be approximated by

n � CðSÞ
u
. Later on, Li et al. [18] proposed the weighted RIS

sampling method to generate the RR sets to solve the targeted
IM problem. Moreover, under the generated RR sets, they also
verified that the number of influenced target users has at least
1� n�1 probability to equal with the proportion of covered RR
sets multiplied by the total target users. If the seed users set can
cover all RR sets, then all the targeted users will be activated by
the seed users set with the theoretical guarantee. Therefore, we
have the following problemdefinition.

Problem Statement. Given a social network G and a key-
word query Q, the HIM query problem aims to find a mini-
mum seed user set S from V , while the holistic influenced
user set of S, IhðSÞ, can cover all target user u 2 V with
fðu;QÞ 6¼ 0.

Given t sets S1; . . . ; St where S ¼ fS1 [ . . . [ Stg and
jSj ¼ n, the set covering problem aims to select a minimum
number of sets to cover all the n objects in S. Similarly, given a
social network G and a constant k, the IM problem under the
IC model asks for a size-k seed set S with the maximum
expected spread E½IðSÞ�, which is well-known as the maxi-
mum covering problem. However, our HIM query problem
aims to find the minimum size seed set to activate all target
users, which belongs to the set covering problem rather than
maximum covering problem. Therefore, the HIM problem and
the IM problem are different in problem settings.

Property 1. TheHIM query problem is a submodular and non-
decreasing set covering problem.

Fig. 3. The statistical comparison of influence propagation from Spatial-
to-Social and Social-to-Spatial using Weibo dataset.

1. http://www.cnpameng.com/
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Proof. Given a social network G and a keyword query Q,
for each user u with fðu;QÞ 6¼ 0, IhðuÞ is denoted as the
influenced user set of u in the HIM query problem. In
other words, there is a list of influenced user sets fIhðuÞg
for each candidate seed user u 2 V . Therefore, the HIM
query problem can be transformed to select the minimum
number of sets from fIhð:Þg, and their union can cover all
target users in VQ, which is a typical set covering problem.
Moreover, IhðuÞ represents the holistic influenced user set
of seed user u, and I 0uðSÞ ¼ IhðSÞ \ IhðuÞ denoting the
common influenced users that are influenced by S and u
independently. For two seed user sets S � T , we have
IhðSÞ � IhðT Þ, then I 0uðSÞ ¼ IhðSÞ \ IhðuÞ 	 IhðT Þ \ IhðuÞ
¼ I 0uðT Þ. Therefore, we have IhðS [ vÞ � IhðSÞ ¼ IhðuÞ�
I 0uðSÞ � IhðuÞ� I 0uðT Þ ¼ IhðT [ uÞ � IhðT Þ. Thus, for any
additional seed user candidate u 2 V n T , we have
IhðS [ uÞ � IhðSÞ � IhðT [ uÞ � IhðT Þ and IhðS [ uÞ �
IhðSÞ. Ihð:Þ is proved to be submodular and nondecreasing.
So HIM query problem is a submodular and nondecreasing
set covering problem. tu
The set covering problem has been proved as a classic

NP-hard problem. To solve the problem, Wolsey [28] ana-
lyzed it and proposed the greedy algorithm with a theoreti-
cal approximation ratio. Based on [28], we induce a greedy
method analysis for solving the HIM problem.

Property 2. The HIM query problem can be solved by greedy
algorithm with ðminft1; t2; t3Þg-approximation ratio, where

t1 ¼ 1þ ln
jVQj

jVQj�jIhðSr�1Þj, t2 ¼ 1þ ln jIhðS1Þj
jIhðSrÞj�jIhðSr�1Þj, t3 ¼ 1 þ

lnmaxf jIhðuÞj
jIhðS‘[fugÞj�jIhðS‘Þjg with 1 	 ‘ 	 r, u 2 VQ, jIhðS‘

[uÞj � jIhðS‘Þj > 0, S‘ is the seed set found by greedy algo-
rithm at the end of iteration ‘ (1 	 ‘ 	 r).

Proof. Based on Property 1, the HIM query problem is a sub-
modular and nondecreasing set covering problem. From [20],
[28], suppose fð:Þ is a nondecreasing and submodular function
defined on subsets of a object set U , a greedy algorithm can
be used to solve the set covering problem with ðminft1;
t2; t3g)-approximation ratio, where t1 ¼ 1þ ln fðUÞ�fð;Þ

fðUÞ�fðSr�1Þ,
t2 ¼ 1þ ln fðS1Þ�fð;Þ

fðSrÞ�fðSr�1Þ, t3 ¼ lnmaxf fðxÞ�fð;Þ
fðS‘[xÞ�fðS‘Þ j1 	 ‘ 	 r;

x 2 U; fðS‘ [ xÞ � fðS‘Þ > 0g, and the greedy algorithm

terminates after r iterations while S‘ denote the seed set at

iteration ‘ 2 ½1; r� (S0 ¼ ;).
In HIM query problem, we denote Si as the seed set at

the end of iteration i in the greedy algorithm where
i ¼ 1; 2; ::; r, Ihð:Þ is a submodular function, and
IhðSrÞ ¼ VQ. According to the theoretical analysis of
greedy algorithm for the set covering problem in above,
we can derive the conclusion that our proposed greedy
algorithm of HIM query problem has a ðminft1; t2;
t3gÞ-approximation, where t1 ¼ 1þ ln

jVQj
jVQj�jIhðSr�1Þj, t2 ¼ 1

þ ln jIhðS1Þj
jIhðSrÞj�jIhðSr�1Þj , and t3 ¼ 1þ lnmaxf jIhðuÞj

jIhðS‘[fugÞj�
jIhðS‘Þjj1 	 ‘ 	 r; u 2 VQ; jIhðS‘ [ uÞj � jIhðS‘Þj > 0g. tu
Although the greedy algorithm can solve the HIM query

problem with the theoretical guarantee, the estimation of
E½IhðuÞ� for each user u in Gmay incur significant computa-
tion overheads if we directly compute the influenced user
set for each seed candidate. Like the other IM works [5],

[10], we also use the RR sets to solve the HIM query
problem.

Property 3. The HIM query problem can be answered by select-
ing the minimum seed set S � VQ and its counterpart S0 being
able to cover all the RR Sets fRwg with w 2 Q where the social
influence seed user set and the corresponding spatial influence
seed user set are denoted as S and S0 respectively.

Proof. Given a seed user set S, based on the HIMmodel, we
initially compute its spatially activated user set S0. Then,
we can identify the influenced user set by fS [ S0g, i.e.,
the users can be activated by either social influence seed
set S or spatial influence seed set S0, or both of them.
Thus, we have E½IQh ðSÞ� equals E½IQðS [ S0Þ�. Besides,
from the weighted reverse influence sampling, let FuQðuÞ
denote the number of sampled RR sets covered by a user
u, then E½FuQðuÞ� equals the probability that u intersects a
random RR set from Rw with keyword w 2 Q, while
E½IQðuÞ�
jVQj equals the probability that a randomly selected tar-

get user in an influence propagation process on G. Based

on [26], we have jVQj � FuQ ðS[S
0Þ

uQ
is an accurate estimator of

any user set S’s expected spread under HIM model with

probability 1� jV j�1, when uQ is sufficiently large. There-
fore, HIM model can be answered by finding the minimum

seed set S and its counterpart S0 covering all RR sets fRwg
with w 2 Q. Based on the above discussion, it can be seen

that theHIMwith the target RR sets based covering seed set

selection is also a set covering problem. In addition, the func-

tion FuQð�Þ satisfies the submodular and nondecreasing proper-
ties based on Property 2. Therefore, the RR sets based greedy

algorithm of solving the HIM query problem can be proved
to have the ðminft1; t2; t3; t4gÞ-approximate ratio, where

t1 ¼ 1þ ln uQ

uQ�jF
uQ
ðSr�1[S0r�1Þj

, t2 ¼ 1þ ln
jF

uQ
ðS1[S01Þj

jF
uQ
ðSr[S0rÞj�jFuQ ðSr�1[S0r�1Þj

,

t3 ¼ 1þ lnmaxf jF
uQ
ðu[u0 j

jF
uQ
ðS‘[S0‘[u[u0Þj�jFuQ ðS‘[

S0‘Þjj1 	 ‘ 	 r; u 2
VQ; jFuQðS‘ [ S0‘ [ u [ u0Þj � jFuQðS‘ [ S0‘Þj > 0g, t4 ¼
Hðmaxu2VQfFuQðu [ u0ÞgÞ where HðdÞ ¼Pd

i¼1
1
i, and Si is

the seed user set selected by greedy algorithm at the end of

iteration ið1 	 i 	 rÞ, S0i (or u0) is the spatial activated user

set of Si (or u). tu

4 OUR SOLUTIONS TO HIM QUERY PROBLEM

In this section, we first propose a baseline solution to solve
the HIM query problem. Next we analyze its computational
bottleneck and develop an improved solution. Finally, we
devise a novel spatial-social index RSS and RSS based algo-
rithm to efficiently solve the HIM query problem.

4.1 Baseline Solution

The baseline solution is a greedy algorithm that finds the mini-
mum number of seed users one by one based on the users’
holistic diffusion spread. The main idea is to first load the pre-
computed RR sets relating to the given keyword query Q. It
then computes the interest similarity for every pair of usersw.r.
tQ inG andmaintain the information for computing the spatial
influence of users. After that, it calculates the number of spa-
tially activated users for each user in V and checks if they can
be successfully activated based on the threshold h. If a user is
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activated via spatial influence, then it needs to further exploit
the newly activated user’s neighbors. After each user has been
computed, the first seed user can be selected based on the cur-
rent holistic influence spread (i.e., RR sets) of users and its cor-
responding RR sets is removed. The above procedure is
repeated until all the related RR sets are removed. Algorithm 1
presents the pseudo code.

Algorithm 1. Baseline Algorithm

Input: A social network G ¼ ðV;E; T; LÞ, a keyword query Q,
an interest similarity threshold t, a spatial activation
threshold h

Output: The minimum seed user set SQ

1 for w 2 Q do
2 RQ

w={RRi:list of users} obtained uQ � pw number of RR sets
from Rw RR sets

3 Generate the inverted user-to-RR list LQ
w from RQ

w

4 for any pair of users u; v 2 V do
5 if Simðu; vjQÞ � t and u 2 mNNQ

simðvÞ then
6 SimRmNNðuÞþ ¼ fvg
7 while RQ

w 6¼ f do
8 Get the sorted list L of users 2 V in descendent order of

their RR set number j [ fLQ
w jw 2 Qgj

9 for each user u 2 V do
10 Initialize temporary set Su ¼ fug
11 for each user u0 2 SimRmNNðuÞ do
12 Add u0 into Su

13 for each user v 2 Su do
14 Visit and mark v as visited in Su

15 for each user v0 2 SimRmNNðvÞ do
16 if 1

jSimRmNNðvÞj � fðv0; QÞ � h then
17 Add v0 into Su

18 Update u’s position in L using the number of RR sets
covered by fu [ Sug

19 Get and add the first user from L into SQ

20 Remove the RR sets of fu [ Sug from RQ
w

21 return SQ

The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is calculated as fol-
lows. In Lines 1-3, it needs to scan and load RQ

w for w 2 Q by
taking OðjRQ

w j � jQjÞ. In Lines 4-6, the for-loop operation

takes OðjV j2Þ, computations Simðu; vjQÞ takes OðjTuj
�jTvj � jV jÞ, and mNN search takes OðjV jÞ. Thus, the time
complexity of this part is OðjV j2 � ðjTuj � jTvj � jV j þ jV jÞÞ. In
Lines 9-18, the computational complexity is bounded by
OðjV j � ðjV j þ jV j � logjV jÞÞ. Thus, the time complexity of
Lines 7-20 is OðjRQ

w j � ð1þ logjV jÞ � jV j2Þ. By aggregating the
above procedures, the total time complexity of Algorithm 1
is OðjRQ

w j � jQj þ ðjTuj2 þ 1Þ � jV j3 þ ð1þ logjV jÞ � jRQ
w j � jV j2Þ.

Based on the time complexity above, the most challeng-
ing computational part in Algorithm 1 is to check the inter-
est similarity for any pair of users in V w.r.t. Q. Since the
spatial influence diffusion depends on the interest similarity
and the RmNN relations together, only a few nearby similar
neighbors for a given user may require to be visited. There-
fore, we develop an improved solution to exploit the spatial
influence spread for a user using local search strategy.

4.2 Improved Solution

In this subsection, we propose an improved solution to
reduce the most unnecessary computation of the interest

similarity between users, during the process of computing
SimRmNNðuÞ. For each user v 2 V , we first compute the
distance Dðu; vÞ between users u and v, then we check
whether or not there exists m number of users v0 2 V satis-
fying two conditions (1) Dðv; v0Þ < Dðu; vÞ; (2) Simðv; v0jQÞ
� t. If v satisfy with the above conditions, then v could not
be the member of SimRmNNðuÞ. Otherwise, v 2 SimRm
NNðuÞ.

Algorithm 2. Improved Algorithm

1 Lines 1–3 in Algorithm 1
2 Load the R-tree index R
3 for each leaf node Ri 2 R do
4 for each users u 2 V do
5 Initialize RiðuÞ as unsatisfied
6 while RQ

w 6¼ f do
7 Get the sorted list L of users 2 V
8 for each user u 2 V do
9 Initialize Su ¼ fug
10 while u 2 Su and u is not visited do
11 Visit u and set it as visited in Su

12 CallCompute_SimRmNN(u) to computeSimRmNNðuÞ
13 for each user u0 2 SimRmNNðuÞ do
14 Add u0 into Su

15 for each user v 2 Su do
16 Visit and mark v as visited in Su

17 for each user v0 2 SimRmNNðvÞ do
18 if 1

jSimRmNNðvÞj � fðv0; QÞ � h then

19 Add v0 into Su

20 Update u’s position in L using the number of RR sets
covered by fu [ Sug

21 Lines 19-20 in Algorithm 1
22 return SQ

Algorithm 2 presents the details of our improved solution.
Compared with Algorithms 1, 2 utilizes a different way to
compute the query based on users’ interest similarity. At
Lines 9-19, it first computes the SimRmNNðuÞ for a given
user u by calling Function Compute SimRmNNðuÞ. After
all users in SimRmNNðuÞ are found, it further considers
the spatial activation process. Once there exist many inac-
tive users that can be successfully activated by the activated
users under the spatial diffusion model, then it exploits
these newly activated users in Lines 15-19. The algorithm
terminates until the selected seed users cover all RR sets.

Algorithm 3 presents the procedure of computing the
SimRmNNðuÞ of a user u. The main idea of Algorithm 3 is
to judge whether the user v 2 fV n ug is the member of
SimRmNNðuÞ. For each user v 2 fV n ug, if existed m simi-
larity neighbors v0 with distance Dðv; v0Þ < Dðu; vÞ, then v is
not the member of SimRmNNðuÞ and vice versa. To do this,
we first build a R-tree index and define some bounds to
prune the search space. Then, we set the Dminðv;RjÞ repre-
sents the minimum possible distance between v and any
users in the subtree of R-tree node Rj, and Dmaxðv;RjÞ
denotes the maximum possible distance between user v and
any users in the subtree of Rj. For each user v 2 fV n ug, we
maintain a min-heap Pqueue with the R-tree node visited so
far, sorted by their Dmax with user v. Next we pop out the
first node Ri from Pqueue with minimum value of DmaxðÞ. If
the pop node Ri is not leaf node, we insert the child node of
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Ri into Pqueue. Otherwise, we first judge whether Dmaxðv;RiÞ
< Dðu; vÞ. If so, we further accumulate the number of similar-
ity users between v and v0 2 Ri, and then use count to repre-
sent it. Finally we decide whether count is satisfied with no
less than m. We set the label of RiðvÞ to satisfied while
count � m. If count < m, then we continue to exploit
the user, whose distance to v is shorter thanDðu; vÞ. The above
procedures are shown in Lines 7-30. At Lines 5-6, when we
compute the SimRmNN w.r.t. u, for the user v, if the label
RjðvÞ of v is satisfied and Dmaxðv;RjÞ < Dðu; vÞ, then v is
directly pruned from the candidate of SimRmNNðuÞ and do
not process any users’ interest similarity computation. Com-
pared with Algorithm 1, the running time cost of the Algo-
rithm 2 is clearly decreased, because of the considerably
number of reduced user’s interest similarity computation.

Algorithm 3. Compute SimRmNNðuÞ
1 for each user v 2 fV n ug do
2 count 0
3 Initialize a min-heap Pqueue accepting entries of the R-tree

node R, Pqueue is sorted byDmaxðv;RÞ
4 Insert the root of R-tree into Pqueue

5 if existed Rj 2 R where RjðvÞ is satisfiedand Dmaxðv;RjÞ <
Dðu; vÞ then

6 count m
7 while Pqueue is not empty do
8 Pop the first node Ri from Pqueue

9 if count � m then
10 break
11 else
12 if Ri is leaf node then
13 ifDmaxðv;RiÞ < Dðu; vÞ then
14 for each user v0 in Ri do
15 if count � m then
16 set RiðvÞ as satisfied
17 break
18 else if Simðv; v0jQÞ � t then
19 count countþ 1
20 else
21 ifDminðv;RiÞ < Dðu; vÞ then
22 for each user v0 in Ri do
23 if count � m then
24 break
25 else ifDðv; v0Þ < Dðu; vÞ and Simðv; v0jQÞ � t

then
26 count countþ 1
27 else
28 Insert the child node of Ri into Pqueue

29 if count < m then
30 SimRmNNðuÞþ ¼ v

4.3 Proposed Spatial Social Index RSS

Although the improved algorithm can reduce computational
cost compared to the baseline algorithm, it is still required for
the improved algorithm to run the SimRmNN querymany times.
In the worst case, it needs to run for every user in V , which
results in the time complexity of computing SimRmNN as
OðjV j2Þ. Therefore, it is desirable to design a novel index to
reduce computational cost further. Besides, for answering the
HIM query, we also need a novel index to maintain the

pre-computed RR sets, the location information of users, and
users’ interests. So we develop a spatial social index based on
R-tree, denoted as RSS index. First, we initialize RSS index by
inserting all the users in V into a R-tree index based on users’
location information. Next, for each user in a leaf node, an
inverted file is created for indexing each keyword w (v user’s
interests) and the related RR sets for every user v that is con-
tained in this leaf node. We then generate the inverted file Lw

from the number of RR sets w.r.t. w and vwhere v is the entry
of Lw. Thus, each user consists of three parts (w, jLwj, Lw).
Each internal node Ri contains each keyword and the maxi-
mal number of RR sets of individual users w.r.t. the keyword
RiðLwÞ. In addition, for each leaf node and internal node Ri,
we also maintain one additional information DmaxðRi;RjÞ
where Rj is any leaf node =2 Ri and it has the smallest maxi-
mumdistance toRi.RSS index is built based onpre-computed
RR sets and keywords using the preliminary in Section 2.

Example 3. Fig. 4 presents the example of RSS index struc-
ture. For each user, e.g., a, RSS maintains the keywords as
their interests, e.g., Note8, and their lists of RR sets, e.g.,
LNote8. For the leaf nodes and internal nodes, RSS also
maintains additional information of DmaxðÞ. For instance,
R2 is a leaf node and has the smallest maximum distance
to R1. So we have DmaxðR1; R2Þ for R1. For an internal
node R11, the leaf node with the smallest maximum dis-
tance to R11 is R6. SoDmaxðR11; R6Þ is maintained for R11.

Property 4 (SimRmNN Pruning Rule). Given a user
u 2 Rx, the users in Ri can not be in SimRmNNðuÞ if
Dminðu;RiÞ > DmaxðRi;RjÞ and jfvjv 2 Rj ^ Simðu; vjQÞ
� tgj � m.

Proof. Dminðu;RiÞ is the minimum distance from u to any
user u0 2 Ri. Since Dminðu;RiÞ > DmaxðRi;RjÞ, we must
have that the distance between v 2 Rj and u0 2 Ri is
smaller than the distance between u and u0. Thus, there
are at least jRjj users who are closer to u0 than u. And Rj

contains at leastm users similar to u. It says that u can not
become one of m nearest similar neighbors of u0 2 Ri, i.e.,
Ri does not contain any user in SimRmNNðuÞ. So Ri can
be pruned when we compute SimRmNN for u. tu

Property 5 (Upper Bound of RmNN Size). For any query
point u, RmNNðuÞ has at most 6 �m data points in a 2-dimen-
sional euclidean space in [25].

4.4 Index-Based Solution

The key idea of our index-based solution is to find the best
seed user that has the maximum holistic influence spread

Fig. 4. Example of RSS index structure.
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w.r.t. the RR sets. It then reduces the expensive cost of com-
puting SimRmNN for a large number of users by using the
upper bound of SimRmNN. Besides, we can easily find the
user with the maximum RR sets using RSS . By multiplying
the two upper bound values, we can work out the upper
bound of holistic influence spread at this moment, by which
we can safely judge whether or not a user can become the
best seed user. The seed users can be selected one by one
until the required number of RR sets can be achieved.

Algorithm 4. Index-Based Algorithm

Input: G ¼ ðV;E; T; LÞ, Q, t and h

Output: The minimum seed user set SQ

1 Load the spatial social index RSS

2 Initialize tQtotal ¼ 0
3 while tQtotal <

P
w2Q uQ � pw do

4 Get the user vwithmaxfPw2Q jLwðvÞjg
5 Compute v’s spatial activation set Sv using Line 9– 19 in

Algorithm 2
6 Compute the RR sets covered by fv [ Svg, and record v

and the set size as ðv : RRv
maxÞ

7 for each user u 2 V do
8 RRu

upper ¼ SimRmNN_Upperðu;RRv
maxÞ

9 if RRu
upper > RRv

max then
10 Compute the RR sets covered by fu [ Sug, and record

u and the set size as ðu : RRu
maxÞ

11 if RRu
max > RRv

max then
12 RRv

max  RRu
max and v u

13 tQtotalþ ¼ RRv
max

14 Mark the RR sets of fv [ Svg as visited in RSS index

Algorithm 5. SimRmNN_Upper(u;RRv
max)

1 InitializePqueue with themaximumnon-overlapped nodesRi of
RSS where u =2 Ri,Pqueue is sorted by

P
w2Qfw:countjw 2 Rig

2 Initialize an empty set Pu

3 while Pqueue is not empty do
4 Pop the first node Ri from Pqueue

5 if 6m �Pw2Qfw:countjw 2 Rig < RRv
max then

6 Break
7 else
8 Get Rj usingDmaxðRi; RjÞ in RSS

9 ComputeDminðu;RiÞ using Ri’s coordinates
10 if Dminðu;RiÞ > DmaxðRi;RjÞ And jfvjv 2 Rj^ Simðu;

vjQÞ � tgj � m then
11 *** Ri can be pruned based on Property 4
12 else
13 if Ri is not leaf node then
14 Add Ri’s child nodes into Pqueue

15 else
16 Add fvjv 2 Ri ^ Simðu; vjQÞ � tg into Pu

17 for v 2 Pu do
18 Call for SimRmNN_Upperðv;RRv

maxÞwith probability 1
jPuj

19 return 6m�maxfjPw2Q jLwðvÞjjv 2 Pujg

Algorithm 4 presents a detailed procedure. For each key-
word in Q, we need to cover a certain number of its corre-
sponding RR sets based on our problem definition and
preliminaries. To do this, we select the user vwith the maxi-
mum social influence spread, i.e., covering the maximum
number of RR sets by itself. And then we compute its spatial

activation set Sv using Line 9-19 in Algorithm 2. Thus, we can
have the holistic influence spread of fv [ Svg by accessing
their RR sets in RSS index. After that, we probe the next user
by calling Function SimRmNN_Upper(), by which we can
generate the upper bound of the holistic influence spread of
the best user if exists. The algorithm terminates when the
selected seed users cover the required number of RR sets.
These selected seed users are the minimum seed user set to
theHIM query. The index-based algorithm has the same per-
formance in the worst case as the improved algorithm. But in
most cases, it can prune more users without computing their
SimRmNN using the upper bound values.

Algorithm 5 presents the procedure of computing the
upper bound of RR sets w.r.t. a user u. The main idea of Algo-
rithm 5 is to prune theRSS tree nodes that can not contain any
potential SimRmNN of u using Property 4. To do this, it first
finds all the tree nodes that are not overlapped anddonot con-
tain u in themselves or their leaf nodes, denoted as the maxi-
mum non-overlapped nodes. Following this, we pop out the first
node Ri from the priority queue Pqueue. If 6m �Pw2Q
fw:countjw 2 Rig < RRv

max holds, based on Property 5, then
no user inRi can reachmore RR sets than v relating toRRv

max.
Ri and the rest of the nodes in Pqueue can also be deleted as
Pqueue is ordered. Otherwise, it checks if Ri can be pruned by
probing another node, e.g.,Rj that has the smallest maximum
distance to Ri, i.e., DmaxðRi;RjÞ maintained in Ri in RSS

index. The procedures are shown in Lines 8-16. For the rest of
the users who cannot be filtered out, they are added as the
potential SimRmNN set Pu. Each user in this set has a chance
to be activated with the probability 1=Pu, which may lead to
adding more potential users. After finding all the potential
SimRmNN, we identify the maximum number of RR sets for
each of these users as the social influence upper bound of a
potential seed user, i.e., maxfjPw2Q jLwðvÞjjv 2 Pujg. Based
on Property 5, we get the final holistic influence spread upper
bound using Line 19.

4.5 Dynamic Maintenance of RSS Index

In this subsection, we describe how to maintain our RSS

index efficiently with the evolution of the dynamic social
network G ¼ ðV;E; T; LÞ. We consider three most common
dynamics of G: edge additions, edge deletions and vertex
additions. First, we describe how we update the pre-
computed RR sets index Rw and the inverted list Lw for
every keyword w. Next, we present how we maintain the
updates of the RSS index when G changes.

4.5.1 Dynamic Update of Rw and Lw

Ohsaka et al. [23] proposed the first real-time fully-dynamic
index data structure RRw to maintain the RR sets for each
keyword w 2 Q. The index RRw ¼ fRw;Ewg is an extension
of Rw index. Similar to the RR sets generation process in Sec-
tion 2.3, the RRw index is constructed by using the following
reverse-BFS-like method which contains two phases: (1)
Sample uw number of users from V with a probability of
psðv;QÞ for any user v; (2) For the nth sampled user v with
n 2 ½1; uw� , we use the reverse-BFS method to generate a RR
set RwðnÞ and EwðnÞ for v to record the visited users and vis-
ited edges respectively. Specifically, the sampled user v is
the first member of RwðnÞ and we represent v as R1

wðnÞ; (3)
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The RRw ¼ fRw;Ewg index is constructed by
Rw ¼ fRwð1Þ; ::; RwðuwÞg and Ew ¼ fEwð1Þ; ::; EwðuwÞg.

We resort to the method of [23] to maintain the RRw

index while G is dynamically changed. Details are pre-
sented below, and the pseudocode is in Algorithm 6.

Edge Addition. Once we have decided to add an edge uv
to G, we first add the edge uv to the current graph edge set
E of G. Then, for every keyword w 2 Q, we perform a
reverse-BFS search from u. And for every RR set
RRwðnÞ 2 LwðvÞ, we add the visited user to RwðnÞ and add
the visited edge to EwðvÞ. After that, the RRw index have
updated. Finally, we update the Lw based on the updated
RR sets Rw.

Edge Deletion. To delete an edge uv from G, we first delete
the edge uv from E. Then, for every keyword w 2 Q, we find
the index RRwðnÞ ¼ fRwðnÞ; EwðnÞg that contains edge uv,
such that uv 2 EwðnÞ, and remove the user in RwðnÞ from
which we can no longer reach R1

wðnÞ after deleting the edge
uv. This is done by recomputing the set of vertex that can
reach R1

wðnÞ by conducting a reverse BFS from R1
wðnÞ. Next

we delete the edge in EwðnÞ which map with the removed
user in RwðnÞ. Finally, we update the Lw based on the
updated RR sets Rw.

Algorithm 6. The Dynamic Update of RR Sets

Input: G ¼ ðV;E; T; LÞ, Q, t, h, new added user u, new
added/deleted edge uv, pre-computed RRw ¼ fRw;Ewg
index and the inverted list Lw

Output: The updated Rw and Lw

1 Procedure Edge addition
2 Add edge uv to edge set E of G
3 Generate the RR set Rwð0Þ and Ewð0Þ from u
4 for each i with fijRwðiÞ 2 LwðuÞ ^ i 2 ½1; uw�g do
5 Add vertex v0 with fv0jv0 2 Rwð0Þ ^ v0 =2 RwðiÞg into RwðiÞ
6 Add edge uv0 with fuv0juv0 2 Ewð0Þ ^ v0 =2 EwðiÞg and uv

into EwðiÞ
7 Update Lw based on the updated Rw

8 Procedure Edge deletion
9 Delete edge uv from edge set E of G
10 for each i with fijuv 2 EwðiÞ ^ i 2 ½1; uw�g do
11 Delete uv from EwðiÞ
12 Preform a reverse-BFS from R1

wðiÞ and use Rwð0Þ to record
the visited users

13 delete vertex v0 with fv0jv0 =2 Rwð0Þg from RwðiÞ and delete
the edge where contains v0 from EwðiÞ

14 Update Lw based on the updated Rw

15 Procedure Vertex addition
16 for i 2 ½1; uw� do
17 return j ¼ i with minimum T ¼W 1=fðR1

wðiÞ;wÞ where
W ¼ randomð0; 1Þ

18 ifW 1=fðu;wÞ > T then
19 Replace RwðjÞ and EwðjÞ by performing a reverse BFS

method from u.
20 Update Lw based on the updated Rw

21 else
22 Continue
23 return Rw and Lw

Vertex Addition. To add a user u to G, we need to update
the sampling target user in the RRw index to preserve the
property that each user v in G is chosen with a probability
of Psðv; wÞ at random as a target user. Note that this is

different from Ohsaka et al. [23] who do not consider the
users’ preference. The RRw index maintenance with user
addition in [23] only need to preserve the sampling target
user that is chosen uniformly at random. In our work, due
to the consideration of the user’s preference, we addition-
ally maintain the weighted random sampling of target users
in a RRw index when adding a user. Efraimidis et al. [7] pro-
posed a weighted random sampling method that point out
the direction to solve our problem. Details are given below.

Let V and V 0 ¼ fV [ ug denote the user set of G before
and after we add a new user u respectively. As mentioned
in Section 2.3, we construct RRw index from reverse-BFS
operation after sampling a target user v. Obviously, for each
time we chosen a target user, the probability that the target

user is chosen from V is

P
u2V fðu;wÞP
u02V 0 fðu0;wÞ

, and the probability

that the chosen target user is u is fðu;wÞP
u02V 0 fðu0;wÞ

. In order to

ensure that this property holds, we first compute the value
of Tv0 ¼W

1=fðvi;wÞ
v0 where Wv0 ¼ randomð0; 1Þ for every

selected target user v0 in RRw index. Then we use the thresh-
old T to record the smallest value of Tv0 for every selected
target user v0 in RRw index. For added user u, if
W 1=fðu;wÞ

u > T , we use u to replace the target user with the
smallest Tv0 in RRw index and update the Rw and Ew index
through conducting a reverse-BFS from u. Finally, we
update Lw based on the updated RR sets Rw.

4.5.2 Dynamic Update of RSS Index

After updating the RR sets Rw and the inverted list Lw, we
can easily maintain our RSS index when the user or the rela-
tionship between users are dynamically changed. In other
words, when a vertex is added or an edge is added/deleted,
we would efficiently update the attached information
ðw; jLwj; LwÞ for every user in leaf nodes of RSS index by
using the method in Section 4.5.1. After that, we start to
maintain our RSS index.

Change of Edges. As the edge of the graph changes, we use
Post-Order Traversal-like method to traverse the RSS index
and start from the influenced users. For each internal node
Ri, once existed a traversed entry Rj of Ri where RjðjLwjÞ
> RiðjLwjÞ, we update the value of RiðjLwjÞ ¼ RjðjLwjÞ and
continue the search. Otherwise, if RiðjLwjÞ does not change
after visiting all influenced nodes in Ri, the traverse of this
branch is stopped.

Addition of Vertex. The RSS index is based on R-tree. Simi-
lar to R-tree, once the vertex v changes, the area of the inter-
nal node Ri which contains v may change. Thus, we need to
recompute the value of DmaxðRi;RjÞ for every area changed
internal node Ri. Besides, we update the information of the
maximal number of RR sets of individual users for nodes of
RSS index by using the method mentioned above in the
change of edges.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments to
verify the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed HIM
query and the proposed algorithms. All the algorithms are
implemented in Python 2.7 and run on a Windows 10 Enter-
prise(Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU@3.40 GHz and 40 GB
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RAM). Since there is no ground truth dataset to verify the
spatial influence diffusion, we develop a new metric to ver-
ify the actual spatial influence diffusion based on the time-
varied datasets.

Datasets. We use four datasets in the experiments, as
shown in Table 1. For twitter dataset,2 we label the users’
locations using their frequently mentioned locations in their
tweets. The facebook dataset is obtained by crawling Face-
book API. And two additional datasets are weibo4 and
weibo10.3 To verify the effectiveness of HIM query, we gen-
erate two variants for each weibo dataset by splitting it into
two consecutive months, denoted as weibo41, weibo42,
weibo101, weibo102. With the support of time-varied data-
sets, we can verify if a user can be influenced by his spatially
close neighbors by detecting the particular keyword
changes in a period of time. We extracted 200 topics from
each dataset, and the user profile is represented by a term
vector in the topic space.

Parameters. We consider four parameters in our experi-
ment: an integer m, query size kQ, similarity threshold t

and spatial activation ratio h. Besides, we follow a similar
method in [18] to select test keyword queries for our data-
sets. To evaluate the performance of our algorithms with
the increasing number of keywords in a query, we vary the
number of query keywords from 1 to 4 and select 50 queries
from candidate keywords space for each length. Unless oth-
erwise mentioned, the default parameter settings m ¼ 10,
kQ ¼ 3, t ¼ 0:05 and h ¼ 0:01 are used in the following eval-
uation. Also, we set the influence probability pðeÞ as pðeÞ ¼ 1

Nv
,

where Nv is the in-degree of v. This is because our proposed
methods are independent of how pðeÞ is set and pðeÞ is nor-
mally set to pðeÞ ¼ 1

Nv
in many previous IMworks [9], [18].

5.1 Evaluation of Constructing RSS Index

Table 2 presents the space cost and the time cost when we
compute the RR sets for different datasets. For instance, the
size of RR sets for weibo10 is 1,015.93 MB, and its RSS index

is 113.21 MB. The running time of computing RR sets takes
1,959.77 seconds in the experimental configuration.

RSS Index Maintenance. Figs. 5 and 6 present the average
time cost of updating the RR sets and the RSS index respec-
tively, when the social network dynamically changed. In
Fig. 5, we evaluate the running time cost of updating RR
sets for three common dynamic social network changes,
including vertex addition, edge addition, and edge deletion.
Updating RR sets w.r.t. vertex addition takes much less
time than edge addition. The deletion of edges is the most
expensive operation in terms of updating RR sets. Fig. 6
shows the time cost of maintaining index RSS when the
social network changes. It finds that the time cost of updat-
ing the RSS index increases significantly with the additions
of vertices. The time cost trend is not obvious with the
changes of edge addition and edge deletion. This is because
only the vertex addition operation may cause the node
decomposition of RSS , which incurs the high cost of index
maintenance.

5.2 Evaluation of Efficiency

Varying m. Fig. 7 compares the running time of the
approaches when we vary m. We notice that Index is signifi-
cantly faster than Baseline and Improved in each dataset, and
Improved performs better than Baseline. Besides, when we
increase m, the running time of Improved increases signifi-
cantly while Baseline and Index grow slowly. This is because
only a few users need to be explored with regards to the
SimRmNN computation in Index and the majority running
time consumption of Baseline is concentrated on Simðu; vjQÞ
computation.

TABLE 1
Selected Datasets

Statistics facebook weibo4 weibo10 twitter

Total number of users 4.04k 58.21k 196.44k 1,671k
Total number of edges 88.23k 428.13k 1,900.46k 17,693k
Total number of posts 42.31k 824.61k 3,574.12k 37,210k

TABLE 2
Evaluation of Constructing Offline RR Sets Indices

Dataset Disk Size(RR) Time Disk Size(RSS)

facebook 5.95 MB 13.7s 0.97 MB
weibo4 464 MB 517.87s 21.40 MB
weibo10 1,015.93 MB 1,959.77s 113.21 MB
weibo41 437 MB 489.21s 21.27 MB
weibo42 441 MB 491.10s 21.34 MB
weibo101 974 MB 1803.1s 115.76 MB
weibo102 923 MB 1746.31s 109.31 MB
twitter 23.6 GB 6.3h 1.30 GB

Fig. 5. Time cost of RR sets update.

Fig. 6. Time cost of RSS index update.

Fig. 7. Time cost of algorithms whenm varies.

2. https://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html
3. http://www.cnpameng.com/
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Varying kQ. Fig. 8 presents the time cost and the number
of Simðu; vjQÞ computations for running each algorithm w.
r.t. the same queries. In this study, we only focus on the
weibo4 dataset. Based on the results, we can see that Index is
much faster than Baseline and Improved because it only calls
for less number of the function Simðu; vjQÞ. Thus, its time
cost is also lower. Note a user is a target user if his interests
contain one of the query keywords, i.e., we use the “OR”
query semantic in this work. When kQ varies from 1 to 4,
the numbers of calling for Simðu; vjQÞ in Improved are about
719 times more than that of Index. The computation times of
Simðu; vjQÞ in Baseline depends on the size of the dataset
and remains unchanged with the vary of kQ. Compared
with Baseline and Improved, Index reduces the time cost by
about 101 times and 29 times respectively.

Varying t and h. Figs. 9 and 10 present the time cost when
we vary the users’ interest similarity threshold t and the
spatial activation ratio h. Increasing t may decrease the
number of similarity users w.r.t. a user, thus it may lead to
reducing the user’s spatial influence spread. In contrast, the
influence spread of a user may be weakened with an
increase of h. More specifically, when t varies from 0.01 to
0.5, Baseline consumes 386.12–438.40 seconds in facebook,
and takes 7.69–8.02 hours in weibo4. The time cost of
Improved increases from 19.75 seconds to 49.26 seconds in
facebook and from 2.24 hours to 2.50 hours in weibo4. Further-
more, Index only takes 0.84 seconds and 269.91 seconds to
terminate in the two datasets. When h varies from 0.001 to
0.1, the baseline takes 441.79–432.92 seconds in facebook.
Improved terminates by consuming about 19.73–20.10 sec-
onds, and Index stops by taking about 0.91–0.94 seconds.

5.3 Evaluation of Scalability

To demonstrate the scalability of our algorithms, we use
weibo4 and Twitter datasets. Based on the weibo4 dataset, we
generate fours subgraphs that contain the number of users
from 1,000 to 50,000. Similarly, we produce another four
subgraphs from twitter dataset by varying the correspond-
ing number of users from 1,000 to 1
 106. Fig. 11 presents
the scalability of the algorithms over different size of verti-
ces. It is noticed that the time cost of Baseline and Improved

increases rapidly with the increase of dataset size. Com-
pared with Baseline and Improved, Index consumes much less
time to answer HIM queries on the same datasets. It is
noticed that Baseline and Improved cannot get results in a
valid time period once the number of users exceeds 1
 105

in Twitter dataset, while Index can get the results in a valid
period for all cases.

5.4 Evaluation of Effectiveness

As there is no ground truth to help verify the effectiveness
of spatial influence diffusion, we develop a new metric to
help recognize the impact of users’ spatial influence spread
in this section. We assume a seed set S can activate a set of
target users, denoted as sðSÞ, using our holistic influence
diffusion model. Meanwhile, S can activate a set of users,
denoted as s1ðSÞ, using social influence diffusion model
based on Yuchen et al. [18]. Thus, the set of users that are
activated by S only using the spatial diffusion model is
denoted as s2ðSÞ ¼ sðSÞ n s1ðSÞ. As we discussed before,
weibo41 and weibo42 contain the same set of users but with
different posts in the two consecutive months. Our metric is
designed based on the following motivation. If we run a
campaign on weibo41 by running HIM query Q, then we can
determine the minimum seed user set S w.r.t. Q and the set
of influenced users sðSÞ. And then, we check the same set
of users sðSÞ in weibo42 and verify whether or not the
Q-related keywords of users in sðSÞ have high TF*IDF
scores in weibo42. The users in sðSÞ post their messages in
weibo42, which are behind of weibo41 by one month. There-
fore, if the observed score is high for a particular keyword,
then it says that the users with the particular keyword in
their new messages have been influenced by the keyword
related campaign one month ago. Here, we randomly select
4 keywords as the campaigns for evaluating the effective-
ness in both weibo4 and weibo10.

pratioðuÞ ¼
Pfftf�idf ðQ;wÞjw 2 T 2

ugPfftf�idf ðQ;wÞjw 2 T 1
ug

; (9)

where T 1
u represents the keywords in u’s interest in weibo41,

i.e., T 1
u 2 weibo41. And we also have T 2

u 2 weibo42. Similarly,
we apply the above equation to test weibo10 dataset.

Fig. 8. Time cost of algorithms when kQ varies.

Fig. 9. Time cost of algorithms when t varies.

Fig. 10. Time cost of algorithms when h varies.

Fig. 11. Scalability of algorithms when data size varies.
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In order to reduce the effect of local event to the result,
for every user u 2 fujpratioðuÞ > 1 ^ u 2 s2ðSÞg, we further
test whether it was influenced by local event. First, we
choose a region Ru with user u as the center and the radius
is equal to 20 km, the user in Ru is denoted as VRu , then we
measure the influence impact of local events as

jfvjpratioðvÞ > 1 ^ v 2 VRugj
jVRu j

: (10)

A parameter � is used as the local events influence
threshold. If the value of Equation (10) is no less than �, we
added user u into local events influence set LE. Thus, the
spatial influence impact can be measured by

jfujpratioðuÞ > 1 ^ u 2 s2ðSÞ ^ u =2 LEgj
js2ðSÞj : (11)

Varying m. Figs. 12a and 12b demonstrate the tracked spa-
tial influence impact. The results show the difference on the
spatial impact when we vary m. The precision is between
40-74 percent when m = 5. It varies in 25-56 percent when m
is set as 20. The main reason is that the denominator js2ðSÞj
becomes much larger when m ¼ 20 than that of m ¼ 5, but
the nominator jfujpratioðuÞ > 1 ^ u 2 s2ðSÞgj may become
smaller because only a few subset of users in s2ðSÞ have
high TF*IDF score. It tells us that m is an important factor
for system users to control the spatial influence spread of
their advertisements.

Varying t. Based on the same measurement using
Equation (11), Fig. 13 presents the spatial influence impact

of our HIM model by varying users’ interest similarity
threshold t. From the results, we can see that the spatial
influence increases apparently when we increase t. It veri-
fies our observation that the influence diffusion through
physical connection clearly has a positive correlation with
the user’s interest similarity. But when t reaches a specific
large value (e.g., 0.5), the precision of spatial influence
impact cannot be increased too much. This is because there
are not many users who have the totally same interests,
although our similarity metric also supports relevance,
instead of exact matching keywords only.

Varying h. Fig. 14 shows the change when h varies. With
the increase of h, the spatial influence impact is smoothly
enhanced. But in most cases, the spatial influence impact is
enhanced less by h than t. For example, when h increases
from 0.001 to 0.1, the spatial influence impact is only
enhanced by 5 percent in Q3 on weibo4.

5.5 Evaluation of HIM’s Benefit

We compare our HIM query with the WRIS method in [18].
WRIS selects the minimum number of seed users who can
reach all target users based on the social influence of these
seed users only. Our HIM query returns the minimum seed
set based on our holistic influence diffusion. Figs. 15, 16,
and 17 demonstrate the comparison of this two works when
we vary the parameters. WRIS needs to choose about 85
seed users for reaching the target users in facebook, and
about 327 seed users for reaching the target users in weibo10.
For our HIM model-based methods, the number of selected
seed users is 31 and 182 respectively. The varied parameters
do not affect WRIS. But for our HIM query, the number of

Fig. 12. Spatial influence impact for different queries andm.

Fig. 13. Spatial influence impact when t varies.

Fig. 14. Spatial influence impact when h varies.

Fig. 15. The seed set size whenm varies.

Fig. 16. The seed set size when t varies.

Fig. 17. The seed set size when h varies.
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seed users to be required varies with the change of parame-
ters. When m increases, it needs a little fewer seed users.
When t increases, it needs more seed users due to the signif-
icant reduction of spatial influence impact. When h

increases, it requires a little more seed users due to the
slight decrease of spatial influence impact. The number of
seed users in the HIM query is not affected by the proposed
algorithms. So Baseline, Improved and Index have the almost
same number of seed users in each test.

6 RELATED WORK

The first line of relevant research are the influence maximi-
zation studies with the consideration of Location informa-
tion. In [12], [16], the aim is to find the set of seed users
whose influence spread is maximized within the given
query region. Zhu et al. [31] studied the problem of location
promotion by modeling the visiting probability of a user at
a location based on his historic check-ins. Wang et al. [27]
also studied a similar problem for answering a location
point query. Li et al. [14] proposed a novel influence propa-
gation model by learning the influence propagation of users
across online social networks and the physical world. Their
study is based on the overall statistic information, which
can not be applied to capture the influence of individual
users. Different from the above works, our HIM query
investigates user-to-user influence by considering their
social connections, spatial connections, and preference-simi-
larities for targeted advertisement. The second line of
research are relating to Topic-aware influence maximization
works. Barbieri et al. [2] originally looked at social influence
from topics perspective, and they proposed the Topic-aware
influence cascade model. After that, there are many variants
in this direction, e.g., [4], [15]. Besides, there are some
research works concentrating on target user influence maxi-
mization. Li et al. [18] proposed the KB-TIM query and con-
sidered the influence on the target users. Similar to [18], our
HIM query problem also targets to serve the targeted adver-
tisement. But differently we consider the impact of dynamic
spatial feature to the influence of users. There are other
efforts to study influence maximization, e.g., diffusion mod-
els [10], efficient algorithms [26], and diversity [13]. We
don’t provide the details due to the limited space.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new research problem of Holis-
tic Influence Maximization query that makes significant com-
plementary to the traditional influence maximization problem,
as well as brings additional benefits to many real applications
in reality, e.g., event planning, advertisement placement, and
crisis remedies, etc.. In HIM query, the user-to-user’s influ-
ence model was formalized using three dimensional impor-
tant factors: social connection, spatial connection, and preference-
based similarity connection. Therefore, it is even harder to solve
HIM query than the IM problem. To address this, we devel-
oped one baseline algorithm and one improved algorithm in
this paper. In addition, a novel but simple spatial social index
was devised to maintain the users’ information in social net-
works and we also develop an index-based algorithm for fur-
ther improving the efficiency of HIM query. The efficiency

can be improved by about one or two orders of magnitude
in our experimental evaluation using four datasets.
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